
Schools

CrowdLoop by InnovateK12 catalyzes an organization’s ability to better understand and leverage the
collective intelligence of its stakeholders. Through the use of crowdsourcing technology, CrowdLoop
activates and amplifies the crucial voice of stakeholders, empowering them to address current
challenges, anticipate emerging challenges, and transparently share and socialize around top ideas
and solutions.
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Through their use of CrowdLoop, school leaders are able to leverage crowd-based divergent thinking
combined with crowd-based convergent voting, enabling them to obtain creative solutions, innovative
ideas, and to gain important insights about their communities that would not be obtainable, would be
much more costly, and take far longer with traditional surveys.

CrowdLoop can be implemented in all types of educational organizations to help leaders more deeply
understand the priorities of their education communities--ranging from school districts to multiple
state education cohorts to PLNs. 
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Create a Dynamic Feedback Loop to Better Understand Your Community

Lean Into the Collective Wisdom and Insight of Your Stakeholders.

Maximize Voice and Increase Support
From Your Education Community

The crowdsourcing technologies of CrowdLoop play a critical role in
catalyzing students, educators, and community partners around

identifying innovative solutions to problems we face today.



 CrowdLoop activates schools to leverage the knowledge base of their respective stakeholders to take stock of
current challenges and creatively ideate to think differently and boldly about solutions. 

CrowdLoop campaigns can be "open" or "focused." An open campaign
generates a wide variety of ideas and themes. A focused challenge will
produce ideas and solutions that address a specific challenge or problem.

Crowdsourcing elevates the voice of stakeholders, making it a critical part
of an organization's commitment to innovate and change. The audience of a
crowdsourcing campaign can be organization members, education leaders,
students, staff, families and/or community members.  

A typical campaign is time-bound and runs anywhere from the 3-10 weeks.
There are also "always-on" campaigns that can be launched within an
education community and remain active for an extended period of time.

We believe that out of each crowdsourcing campaign comes critical insight and
information. The consensus-building power of the process provides education leaders

with desirable ideas that can be used to shape the future of education.
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Quick Facts

Maximize Voice and Increase Support
From Your Education Community

Customized/Branded
Campaign Site

What do you get with CrowdLoop?

Campaign Support
and Faciliation

Campaign Results
and Summary

Launch a dynamic campaign
site that looks and feels

familiar to your participants,
with a compelling brand

identity and intuitive
interface. 

Delivery of engaging and
insightful campaign data and

highlights, with practical
strategies and recommendations

to provoke participation and
excitement. 

Regular access to campaign
reports highlighting the

prioritized feedback and ideas
compiled and gleaned from your
stakeholders, as well as deeper

and more contextual intelligence. 


